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We present an general algorithm for the evaluation of the nth derivatives (with respect to the nuclear Cartesian coordinates) 
of two-electron-repulsion integrals (ERIs) over Gaussian basis functions. The algorithm is a generalization of our recent 
synthesis of the McMurchie/Davidson and Head-Gordon/Pople methodologies for ERI generation. Any ERI nth derivative 
may be viewed as an inner product between a function (which we term a bra) of electron 1 and a function (which we term 
a ket) of electron 2. After defining bras and kets appropriately, we derive five recurrence relations that enable any bra to 
be constructed recursively from very simple bras which we call p-bras. We show how these recurrence relations (and their 
analogues for kets) may be used to compute ERI nth derivatives from easily calculated one-center Hermite integrals. The 
five recurrence relations are overcomplete in the sense that there is generally more than one path through them by which 
a given bra can be constructed. We have written a computer program that selects an efficient path to any necessary bra 
or ket. We present comparative FLOP counts and timings which demonstrate that, for calculations using contracted basis 
sets, the new methodology (the BRAKET algorithm) is very competitive, both theoretically and practically, with all previous 
approaches. 

Introduction 
Ever since Boys' introduction of Gaussian basis sets to quantum 

chemistry in 1950,' the calculation and handling of the notorious 
two-electron-repulsion integrals (ERIs) over Gaussian functions 
has been an important avenue of research for practicing compu- 
tational chemists. Indeed, the emergence of practically useful 
quantum chemistry computer programs such as the GAUSSIAN 
suites2 has been fueled in no small part by the development of 
sophisticated algorithms** to compute the very large number of 
ERIs that are involved in calculations on molecular systems of 
even modest size. 

In recent times, dramatic improvements in computer speed have 
paved the way for the introduction of the so-called 'direct" 
methods.*I5 Within this framework, rather than being computed 
once and then stored for subsequent use, ERIs (and, if necessary, 
their derivatives) are computed as often as they are needed and 
are then discarded. Although these approaches are obviously more 
expensive computationally than their conventional analogues, they 
permit much larger systems to be treated and do not require 
prohibitive amounts of disk space. Their practical usefulness is, 
however, predicated on the availability of highly efficient algor- 
ithms for ERI generation. 

An unnormalized primitive Cartesian Gaussian function 

centered a t  A and with exponent f f k  is uniquely defined by its 
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angular momentum vector a = (ax, a,,, az), by its position vector 
A and by its exponent (rk. Its angular momentum is defined as 
a = (a, + ay + az). For example, if a = (O,l,l), then %represents 
a dyz function. It is convenient to group such functions by their 
exponents. Thus, we will refer to a set of primitive functions with 
a given exponent and on a given center as a primitive shell. 

Primitive functions are often linearly combined to form a 
contracted Cartesian Gaussian function 

K 

k= I 
= XDlkcplk 

where the Dd are known as contraction coefficients and K is known 
as the degree of contraction of the contracted function. 

A primitive ERI over four primitive Gaussians is the integral 

[akbicmdnl = 1 1 ~ i k ( r l ) ~ / ( r l ) r 1 2 - ' ~ ~ m ( T Z ) R n ( l Z )  drl dr.2 (3) 

The left-hand subscripts are rarely of particular interest and it 
is common to denote the integral (3) by [ablcd]. 

Combining (2) and (3) leads to a contracted ERI 
KA KB KC KD 

(ablcd) = CCCCDlk*Dbk~DekcD~k~[ak~bk~ickcdk~l  (4) 
k~ k~ kc kv 

which we distinguish from a primitive ERI by the use of par- 
entheses instead of square brackets. 

A class of ERIs is defined as the set of all (ablcd) associated 
with a given shell quartet. For example, if each of the four shells 
were a p shell (which, of course, is composed of three functions: 
px, pY and pz), the associated class would contain 81 (=34) ERIs. 

It is useful to express, as a quadratic in @, the total number 
of FLOPS (FLoating-point Operations, viz., adds, subtracts, 
multiplies, and divides) N required by a given algorithm to com- 
pute a class of ERIs of a given type 

( 5 )  

where, for simplicity, each of the four shells involved is assumed 
to have the same degree of contraction K and neither the centers 
A and B nor the centers C and D are assumed to be coincident. 
The coefficients x, y ,  and z vary greatly from one algorithm to 
another and may be used to rationalize the relative performances 
of different approaches. 

In a recent paper,I6 we presented a preliminary discussion of 
a new methodology in which the best features of the McMur- 

N = xK4 + y @  -+ z p  
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chie/Davidson (MD)’ and Head-Gordon/Pople (HGP)* ERI 
schemes were combined in such a way that the x and y coefftcients 
in ( 5 )  for the hybrid algorithm were relatively small. On the basii 
of FLOP comparisons with other methods, the new approach 
appeared very efficient, particularly for ERIs involving contracted 
basis functions. 

In the present paper, we demonstrate how our algorithmI6 may 
be generalized and applied to the problem of computing nth-order 
ERI derivatives with respect to nuclear coordinates. We divide 
our description into four parts. After introducing our notation, 
we discuss an effcient route from easily computed t w m n t e r  data 
to quantities we call pg-brakets. We then show how to form the 
desired ERIs and ERI nth derivatives from these pq-brakets. 
Finally, we discuss the computer implementation and performance 
of the new approach (the BRAKET algorithm) and show that the 
algorithm may be cast in a form that is ideally suited to vector 
computers. 

Notation and Motivation 
Suppose that we are interested an ERI that is associated with 

Cartesian Gaussian functions on centers A, B, C, and D. Let the 
exponents of these functions be a, 8, y, and 6 and their contraction 
coefficients be DA, Dg, Dc, and DD, respectively. In the Intro- 
duction, we defined [ablcd] as an integral. However, it has long 
been known that such a integral may, very profitably, be inter- 
preted as a inner product between a function of the coordinates 
of electron 1 and a function of the coordinates of electron 2. 
Specifically, if we define the one-electron functions 
[ab1 = 

DADg exp[-a(r, - A)2 - @(r, - B)z] n (il - Ai)”(il - BJbf 
i-xY? 

(6) 
and, likewise 
lcdl = 

DcDD exp[-y(r2 - - 6(rz - D)2] n (iz - C,)c1(i2 - DJd‘ 

(7) 

(8) 

defines a functional inner product. 
Now suppose that we are interested in the derivative of [ablcd] 

with respect to a nuclear coordinate, for example, C,. Since it 
is clear that 

i’XYJ 

then it is easy to see that the ERI in question 

[ablcd] = Sj [ab l r l2 - ’ l cd ]  dr, drz 

(a/a~x)[ablcdl = j j [ablr,z-l(a/ac,)lcdl dr1 drz (9) 

it is apparent that even an ERI derivative can be viewed as an 
inner product between suitable functions. It would seem natural 
therefore, in a general treatment of ERI nth derivatives, to use 
this perspective as much as possible. 
To this end, we now define a very general one-electron function 

which we term a primitive bra 

where 

E 8 :I= 
ev(pA)q(pB)* n (i - A,)s(i - B,)b@2Hp,[ {‘/2(i - Pi) ]  ( 1  1 ) 

H,, is the usual Hermite polynomial, l = (Y + 8, and P = (aA + 
@B)/{. Equations 10 and 11 are not as complicated as they might 

i-xya 

at first appear. In particular, (1 1) is a straightforward gener- 
alization of (6) which allows us to have a Cartesian Hermite 
function on center P in addition to the Cartesian Gaussian 
functions on centers A and B. Equation 10 then allows us to take 
a derivative of arbitrary order with respect to any or all of the 
Cartesian coordinates of centers A and B. Moreover, (10) also 
contains provision to scale the one-electron function by multiples 
of 2a,  28, and 1 / (2 { ) .  This added flexibility in (10) and (11) 
will enable us later to develop powerful recurrence relations be- 
tween bras. 

For reasons which will become apparent later, it is useful to 
define a primitive p-bra to be a primitive bra in which = 6 = 
a = b = 0. From this, it follows that a p-bra is simply a scaled 
Cartesian Hermite function on P. 

We define a primitive ket (which is a generalization of (7)) 
similarly: ‘ 

a 

where 

18 ill= 

[: : p i :  : q ] =  

e7(rc)4(pD)2 n (i - CJC‘(i - D,)dh@2Hq,[t$/2(i - e,)] (13) 

9 = y + 6 and Q = (yC + 6D)/q. Additionally, we define a 
primitive q-ket to be a primitive ket in which E = a = c = d = 
0. 

We define a primitive braket to be the appropriate inner product 
of a primitive bra and a primitive ket 

1-xy.2 

a’ b‘ p’ c’ d’ q’ 

and we define a primitive pq-braket to be a braket that is formed 
from a primitive p-bra and a primitive q-ket. 

It should be noted that the symbols which we use in (lo)-( 14) 
to represent bras, kets, and brakets, although “matrixlike” in 
appearance, have no connection whatever to matrices. They are, 
we emphasize, nothing more than very compact notations for very 
general one-electron functions. 

It only remains to define a contracted bra 

a contracted ket 

and a contracted braket 

~ ~ ~ ~ [ :  ! p 1: a d q ]  (17) 

a’ b’ p’ c‘ d‘ q‘ k.4 b kc k D  
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and to conclude that, by our construction, both ERIs and their 
nth derivatives are simply contracted brakets in which a’ = b’ = 
p’ = c‘ = d’ = q’= 0 and in which p = q = 0. Thus, henceforth, 
rather than explicitly considering ERIs and/or their derivatives, 
we will examine the more general problem of computing contracted 
brakets. 

Before proceeding, however, an example may serve to clarify 
our simple, but unfamiliar, braket notation. Suppose that we have 
a contracted px function a t  A, a contracted d, function at  B, a 
contracted s function at  C, and a contracted pz function at  D. The 
ERI, W, associated with these four functions is given by (3). 
Suppose, moreover, that we are interested in the second derivative 
of W with respect to A, and 0,. Then W is equivalent to a 
contracted braket, thus 

aA, dD, 
azw -= 

) 
(;Lo) ro, (O,O,O) (0,0,1) 

0 l o  0 0 
( 1  ,O,O) ( 1,1 ,O) (O,O,O) (O,O,O) (O,O, 1) (O,O,O) ( 18) 

The Construction of pq-Brakets 
In the foregoing section, we established that an algorithm which 

generates contracted brakets is, a fortiori, an algorithm which 
computes ERIs and their nth derivatives. In this and the next 
section, we will develop an efficient scheme for braket generation 
which begins by computing pq-brakets and concludes by trans- 
forming these to the desired contracted brakets. In the present 
section, we outline how the first of these goals may be achieved. 

We define the total angular momentum L of the desired braket 
class 

L = a + b + c + d + a + 6 + r + d  (19) 

If the elementary two-center quantities 

a A  + @B p = -  
a + P  

uQ = ( 8 ~ 3 )  1 /z,Qc+d+3/2DCDDe-27~~~P(C-D)z (25) 
are available (having been precomputed in a fast preliminary loop 
over pairs of shells), then the seven elementary four-center 
quantities 

R = Q - P  (26) 

R2 = R: + RyZ + R,Z (27) 

2 T  = 202R2 (29) 

UpUQ (30) 

[0](,) = U(292)m+1/2Gm( T)  (31) 

202 = l / ( u p  + OQ) (28) 

can be formed very efficiently and the [O]cm) integrals (0 5 m 5 
15) defined by 

where 

G,(T) = (2/7r)’12 J 1 r z m  exp(-Tr2) dt (32) 

generated therefrom. 

If Tis  less than a critical value TI, the G,( T )  can be evaluated 
by use of a nested Taylor interpolation between pretabulated values 
(see Appendix). If, on the other hand, Tis  greater than TI, the 
charge clouds at  P and Q can be assumed to overlap negligibly 
and the [O]Cm) can be computed classically as 

These [0](’”) integrals, as MD5 and weI6 have argued, can be 
used to construct [r](O) integrals (0 I r I L) using the recurrence 
relation 

(34) 

As we have previously noted,16 not all of the intermediate [r](m) 
need to be formed and we employ a preliminary sieve16 to de- 
termine an efficient pathway from the [0](,) to the [r](O). If the 
[r](O) are computed by using the sieve, the cost is about half that 
required by straightforward application of (34). 

As we have shownI6 (based on identity of MDS), these [r](O) 
integrals are equal (within a change of sign) to pq-brakets 

[r](m) = Ri[r - li](m+l) - (ri - I)[r - 2,](m+l) 

[ 8 x p 18 x q ] = (-1Y[p + q p  (35)  
0 0 a + b  0 0 c + d  

and, hence, (26)-(35) define a computational route from the 
shell-pair information (20)-(25) to the uncontracted pq-brakets 
in (35). 

Up to this point, our algorithm resembles that of MD5 very 
closely. However, at  this stage, the two approaches begin to 
diverge. Whereas, in the MD scheme, the uncontracted pq-brakets 
are transformed to uncontracted ERIs (and/or their derivatives) 
which are then contracted, we suggest that the order 
“transformation then contraction” be reversed. 

Thus, we are proposing that the pq-brakets be contracted and 
then transformed. Because, from ( 3 9 ,  the contracted pq-brakets 
will be equal to contracted [ r ] o  integrals and there are fewer of 
the latter, the contraction is most cheaply performed on the [r](O) 
themselves. It should be noted that, for reasons which should 
become clear in the next section, the [r](O) are simultaneously 
scaled as follows: 

These scaled, bra-contracted dMJr] integrals are equal to the 
following scaled, bra-contracted pq-brakets: 

P I 8 4 ] = (-l)qa,wf(p+ q] (37) 

At this stage, there are two distinct paths that might be followed. 
Along the first, which we call the “early-contraction” path, the 
db,p’(r] are scaled and ket contracted as follows: 

(!, b ’ p ’  0 0 c + d  

producing, via the identity 

0 0  0 0  
0 0 P 0 0 q = ( - I ) ~ , , ~ ~ ( P  + q h t  (39) ( II’ b‘ p ’  1 c f  d‘ q ’ )  

fully contracted and scaled pq-brakets. The contracted p-bras 
in these are then transformed to the desired contracted bras, and 
finally, the contracted q-kets are transformed to the desired 
contracted kets. 
On the other hand, along what we call the “late-contraction” 

path, the contracted pbras  in the pq-brakets (37) are transformed 
to the desired contracted bras before the q-kets are contracted 
and subsequently transformed. 



p , ( a - t  a 6 b p - l i l + ( a - l i  H 6 b p + l i  
a’ b‘ p’  a’ b’ p ’ +  1 
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Elementary two-center quantities (Eqns. 20-25) 

Elementary four-center quantities (Eqns. 26-30) 
K ‘ w o r t a  (CALCS4) 

+ 

( I ! ;  I 8 8 1 )  
c’ d q’ 

I - 1 ,  6 a - 1 ,  6 
b p -  1, 

a ’ +  1 b’ p‘  
(43) 
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This represents a generalization of the CTE16 to derivatives. 
The (p - a )  Recurrence Relation. Combining (43) and (45) 

leads to 

Gill et al. 

a - 1 ,  6 

a'+ 1 b' p '+  1 

b p + l i  

a -1 

(a, - 1) (: - 2, 
a ' +  1 

a - 1 ,  6 
- a ,  a - 1 ,  b p 

a' b' p' 

P I -  
P I +  

( 
6 
b 
b'+ 1 p ' +  1 
6 
b 
b'+ 1 p ' +  1 

6 ,  a P 

+ 

The ( I  - 6 )  Recurrence Relation. Finally, adding (46) to the 
analogous (p - 6) relation affords 

P + I i  6 - 1 ,  
b P 

- (,"' b' p' 

6 - 1 ,  I /a 6 - 1 ,  
a - l i  b 
a' b' 

By employing (43)-(47) (and their analogues for kets) in ap- 
propriate combinations, any contracted bra (or ket) may be 
constructed from contracted p-bras (or q-kets). Hence, by use 
of these recurrence relations, any contracted braket (and, therefore, 
any contracted ERI or ERI nth derivative) may be constructed 
from contracted pq-brakets. 

Computer Implementation 
To avoid recalculating common intermediate quantities, it is 

best to compute all of the brakets associated with a given shell 
quartet as a set. We term such a set a braket class. For example, 
in an application requiring ERIs and their first derivatives, a 
quartet of contracted p shells gives rise to a braket class of 1053 
brakets: 81 of these are ERIs and 972 (=81 X 12) are ERI first 
derivatives. A braket class is thus a generalization of an integral 
class (as defined by, for example, H G P ) .  In order that our 
implementation performs well on vector computers, we adopt the 
approach (described by H G P )  in which batches ofbrakets of 
the same type are treated together. All of the computationally 
intensive work in the algorithm is then vectorizable, in long in- 
nermost loops, over the members of the batch. Figure 1 shows 
a schematic representation of the construction of brakets from 
elementary two-center quantities. The loop structure of our 
program is summarized in Figure 2. In Figure 3, we demonstrate 
pictorially how the  BRA^ program stores the various intermediate 
brakets that the "early-contraction" algorithm requires. 

Initially, the shell-pair data given by (20)-(25) are computed 
by subroutine CALCS~. To implement the batch approach effi- 
ciently, it is necessary to sort this list of shell-pair data into 'types" 
before embarking upon the main body of the program. Subroutine 
SORTS2 considers two contracted shell pairs p l u l  and pzuz to be 
of the same 'type" if, and only if, (a) pl and pz have the same 
angular momentum, (b) y1 and u2 have the same angular mo- 

call c w  to ram rhell-p.ir dru 
call SORTSZ to ~n rbell-p.ir &fa into "types" 
Call CALCC to obulaa 0,177 vslucs fa intapohticm 
For each bn "type" 

Foreachkct "type" 

Call CHOOSE to sew the chupcrt path through the RR's 
Call s m  to form the intcgadrivas fa this path 
Call CALCBS to find the largesf possible buch size 
call CALCSF to form scaJing facta0 for cItllcnt shell-pair "types" 
For each buch d shcllquanea. until finished 

Call PICKS4 to select the batch 
CIU CALKS4 to form elrmcnury fwrcmta quantities 
CIU SORTS4 to son shellquartets by T value 
Call CALCOM to form [OI(m) 
Call CALCR to form [rl 
Call CNTRCI' to form (rl 
If "eniycontraction" path then 

call CNTRCT to form (r) 
Call CALCFQtoform(p1q) 
Call TRANSF to form ( bra I q ) 

Call CALCFQ to form ( p I q 1 
Call TRANSF to form ( bra I q I 
Call CNTRCT to form (bra I q ) 

else 

end if 
Call TRNSPS to transpose ( bra I q ) 
Call TRANSF to form ( bra I ket ) 
Call USE to sudston (bra I ket ) 
Call MVARI to use invariance relntions 

Next batch of shellquartets 
Next ket "tjp+ 

Next bra "type" 

Figure 2. Loop structure for BRAKET generation and handling. 

mentum, (c) p l u l  and pzu2 have the same number of coincident 
centers, and (d) plul and p2u2 have the same effective degrees of 
contraction. The fourth of these conditions merits elaboration. 
As the shell-pair data are accumulated in CALCS~, shell pairs whose 
Up parameters (22) are sufficiently small are discarded. Con- 
sequently, the effectively degree of contraction Kp of a contracted 
shell pair is frequently less than the product K A K B  of the degrees 
of contraction of the parent shells. 

After calling CALCG to set up a table of G,(T) values for 
interpolative use later on (see Appendix), the program begins 
looping over bra types and ket types. Given the braket type, 
subroutine CHOOSE selects a pathway by which the braket class 
will be formed from elementary four-center quantities. For all 
braket classes but those with small L, the number of possible 
pathways that CHOOSE could investigate is very large and it is 
necessary, for purely practical reasons, to limit the range of the 
search. For simplicity, we constrain the path to be of one of the 
two forms shown in Figure 1. Thus, CHOOSE selects, first, whether 
to use the "early-contraction" pathway (the left branch of Figure 
1, in which the q-kets are contracted before the p-bras are 
transformed) or the "latscontraction" pathway (the right branch 
of Figure 1, in which the pbras are transformed first) and, second, 
which of the recurrence relations (43)-(47) will be used to 
transform pbras  to the desired bras and q-kets to the desired kets 
in TRANSF. CHOOSE selects the pathway which, in a total 
FLOP-cost sense, is the cheapest available. 

Once the pathway has been chosen, SETUP is called to prepare 
the various integer arrays that will drive the operation of sub- 
routines CUR, mer, WPQ, TRANSF, and msps (vide infra). 
Once SETUP is complete, CALCBS is called to determine the 
maximum number (nhtch) of contracted shell quartets of the 
current type that can be treated in each batch. The number is 
determined both by the braket type and by the amount of available 
memory. It increases in proportion to the latter, and so, like the 
HGP program,* our program runs best when plenty of memory 
is available. CALCBS also decides where, in memory, the various 
intermediate arrays will be held. Because each of the steps in the 
BRAKET algorithm uses results from only the immediately pre- 
ceding step, CALCBS is able to overlay many of the arrays. 

Subroutine CALCSF is then called to form the two-center scaling 
factors that premultiply brakets in (44)-(46). 
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At this stage, the program calls PIC- to select a batch of shell 
quartets of the current type. PICW can reject shell quartets on 
symmetry grouns or because they will provide negligible contri- 
butions to Fock matrices, etc. Consequently, it is not vectorizable. 

The routine CALCS~ computes the elementary four-center data 
given by (26)-(30). As indicated in Figure 3, the elementary 
four-center data are stored in a two-dimensional array with 
KPK@Ihtch rows and 7 columns. (Kp and KQ are the effective 
degrees of contraction of the current bra type and ket type and 
there are seven elementary four-center quantities.) The innermost 
loop is of length nhtch and is vectorizable. 

Subroutine SORTW (which is not vectorizable) then determines 
which of the primitive shell quartets must be treated using (31), 
which can be treated classically using (33), and which are neg- 
ligible and may be assumed vanishing. 

By use of the information from CALCS~ and S O R ~ ,  the [O]cm) 
are then computed by subroutine C A L C ~ M .  Each column of the 
array of these integrals corresponds to a value of m (0 I m I 
L ) .  All those [0]@“ that must be computed by using (31) are 
treated first. Afterward, the “classical” [O]cm) are found by using 
(33). Each of these two stages is separately vectorized. 

Subroutine CALCR uses the McMurchieDavidson formula (34) 
to form the [I] from the [O]cm).  The [r] are stored in an array 
with n R  columns where nR is the number of values of c required 
for the braket class under consideration (normally nR = (L + 1)(L + 2)(L + 3)/6, although smaller values are possible when there 
are center coincidences). The innermost loop in CALCR is of length 
K&q“htch and is fully vectorizable. 

It is now necessary (except for (sslss) ERIs) to bra contract 
the [I]. Since the bra- and ket-contraction steps constitute the 
majority of the computational effort that is expended within the 
contraction loops in the B R A K ~  algorithm, it is desirable that they 
be executed as efficiently as possible. To perform the contraction 
(36), CNTRCT calls a dot-product routine (DOT) in which the 
complete contraction sums (viz., over Kp terms) are written as 
single statements. For example, the loop employed when Kp = 
3 is 

DO 10 i = 1,n 

10 A(i )  = E(i,l)*C(i,l) + B(i,2)*C(i,2) + B(i,3)*C(i,3) 
(48) 

In this way, Kp rows of the array of [c] integrals are combined 
into a single row of the array of dw,,,(r] integrals. The innermost 
loop is of length KQnhtch. There are nR’ of the latter type of 
integral and, usually, nR’ > n R  so the array has fewer rows but 
more columns than the array of [I] integrals. 

At this point, the algorithm bifurcates into the “early- 
contraction” and “late-contraction” pathways. We discuss the 
former first. 

If CHOOSE decided that the current braket type is most cheaply 
produced by contracting the q-kets before transforming the pbras 
(Le., the “early-contraction” path), CNTRCT is used a second time 
to form the dw (c)&,,# integrals according to (38). There are nd’ 
of this type ofintegral. The innermost loop is of length nbtch. 

CALCFQ then uses (39) to form an array of dy.d(pJQ)&dd integrals 
from the array of dY (r)&## integrals. This is computationally 
cheap because no FCOPS are performed. In Figure 3, np and 
% are respectively the numbers of p-bras and q-kets that are 
required to form the desired brakets. 

Subroutine TRANSF then has the task, following the path selected 
by CHOOSE, of using the recurrence relations (43)-(47) to 
transform the np p-bras to the nbn desired bras. Because the 
transformations of pbras  and q-kets represent a major proportion 
of the total work in the BRAKET algorithm, it is important that 
they be implemented very efficiently. 

The five recurrence relations (43)-(47), the MD recurrence 
relation (34), and many others each represent a special case of 
the general five-term formula 

(49) A = Z-B + jC + k-D + 1.E + m F  
where A, B, C, D, E ,  and F a r e  brakets, 2 is a real quantity, j 

is either zero or unity, and k,  I, and m are integers. For example, 
(48) reduces to the horizontal recurrence relation (41) of HGP 
when j = 1 and k = I = m = 0 and reduces to the recurrence 
relation (34) of MD when j = I = m = 0. As written, (49) costs 
nine FLOPS (four adds and five multiplies), but whenever any 
of j, k,  I, or m equals zero or unity or when Z equals zero, it may 
be evaluated more cheaply than this. Our program contains a 
subroutine (called RR) in which each such “FLOP-saving” special 
case of (49) is coded separately. For example, the loop that 
handles the special case in which j = 1, lkl > 1 and I = m = 0 
is 

DO 10 i = 1,n 

10 A(i )  = Z(i)*B(i) + C(i) + k*D(i) ( S O )  

Long, innermost loops like (48) and (SO) are well suited to vector 
computers. One of the key features of our implementation of the 
BRAKET algorithm is that, except for small4 braket classes like 
(sslss), almost all of the floating point operations involved in the 
algorithm are executed in subroutines (DOT or RR) composed of 
such loops. Proceeding in this way, TRANSF calls RR to form 
columns of the (bralq) array by combining columns of the (plq) 
array. The innermost loop during this bra transformation step 
is of length wbatch. 

If, on the other hand, CHOOSE selected the “late-contraction” 
path, then bra-contracted pq-brakets are formed from the dw’p’(r] 
in CALCPQ and TRANSF transforms the p-bras before CNTRCT is 
called to contract the q-kets. Thus, the (c] and (plq) arrays of 
the “early-contraction” pathway (Figure 3) become the (plq] and 
(bralq] arrays of the “late-contraction” pathway. 

Regardless of the path selected by CHOOSE, we eventually have 
an array of (bralq) brakets. Before calling TRANSF again to 
transform the q-kets to the desired kets, we first transpose the 
(bralq) array into a (qlbra) array. The innermost loop in the ket 
transformation step is then of length nb&&b. 

Finally, the program calls USE and MVARI to make appropriate 
use of the brakets that have been formed (e.g., storing them on 
disk, summing them into one or more Fock matrices) and, when 
ERI derivatives are being found, to take advantage of translational 
invariance.” 

Performance of the BRAKET Algorithm 
Following the example of HGP: we will discuss the perform- 

ance of the new algorithm from two complementary perspectives. 
On the one hand, the total number of FLOPS (floating point 
operations) required by an algorithm to generate a complete class 
of contracted ERIs (or their derivatives) is a very useful theoretical 
measure of the efficiency of that algorithm while, on the other 
hand, the total computer CPU time required provides an illu- 
minating practical measure of algorithmic efficiency. Accordingly, 
in Table I, we give both FLOP counts and CPU timings for a 
variety of the common algorithms that are included in the familiar 
GAUSSIAN series of programs.2 Specifically, we will compare the 
performance of our vector implementation of the BRAKET algorithm 
with scalar implementations of the Rys,’ Pople/Hehre? and 
Schlege16 methods and with a vector implementation of the 
Head-Gordon/Pople* methodology. We have included CPU 
timings from both a MicroVax I1 (a scalar computer) and an 
Alliant FX-8 (a vector computer with a vector length of 32 and 
of whose 8 vector processors we used only 1). 

We have focused on four ERI and ERI first derivative classes 
which HGP studied: and to facilitate comparisons, the specific 
examples chosen were identical with those of HGP. Each of the 
examples involved computing all of the ERIs or ERI first de- 
rivatives associated with 12 shells in a bicubic arrangement. In 
each case, no point group symmetry was used and the accuracy 
requested was 10-lo (the default GAUSSIAN value). 

In the first two examples (Table I), each of the shells is a 
hydrogen STO-4G 1s shellL8 and the edge length of the bicube 

(17) Korminicki, A.; Ishida, K.; Morokuma, K.; Ditchfield, R.; Conrad, 
M. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1977,45, 595. 
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TABLE I: FJBP Panmetens, TOW FLOP Cotlafs, .Ild Ti" (CPU seeoadr) for Braket EvaluatioF 
task Rysd PH, S' HGPf BRAKET~ 

(sslss) integrals; K = 4 x (XK') 95 + 2 s  2 7 +  IS 4 2 +  1s 34 + 1s 
Y (x@) 71 + 2E 28 + E 0 1 
z ( x m  0 0 0 0 
total FLOPs 25 500 7 400 10800 8 700 
pVax I1 time 1296 328 377 340 
FX-8 time 175 52 29 28 

Y (x@) 65 + 2E 52 + 2E 0 18 
I ( X P )  16 18 3 18 
total FLOPs 40 500 17 700 24 300 15 900 
rVax 11 time 2486 617 1037 598 
FX-8 time 402 77 66 62 

Y (x@) 50 + 2E 2300 + 2E 0 215 
z (fi0) 0 4000 330 1035 
total FLOPs 32 200 16600 14900 6 500 
pVax I1 time 989 419 604 198 
FX-8 time 141 81 36 18 

Y (x@) 50 + 2E 110 + 2E 0 1490 

total FLOPs 163000 138000 55 900 26 900 
pVax time 3342 2287 2033 668 
FX-8 time 435 484 115  60 

(sslss) first deriv; K = 4 x (XK') 154 + 2 s  66 + 1s 95 + 1s 61 + 1s 

(pplpp) integrals; K = 2 x (xK') 2 m +  1s 2 1 0 +  1s 910 + 1s 290 + IS + 1E 

(pplpp) first deriv; K = 2 x (XK') 10200 + 2 s  8600+  1s 3300 + 1s 840 + IS + 1E 

z (XKO) 0 18 3100 7500 

O x ,  y ,  and I values (see (5)) and total FLOP counts are for a class with no coincident centers and for which G,(T) is found by using (61). For 
the x and y parameters, S and E indicate a square root and exponential evaluation, respectively, and "total FLOPs" exclude these functions. CTimings 
for non-BRAKET methods are taken from Tables IV and VI1 of ref 8. dRys = the Rys polynomial method of Dupuis, Rys, and King (see ref 4); the 
computer codes used were Links 314 and 703 of GAUSSIAN 86. 'PH, S = the axis-switch method of Pople and Hehre (see ref 3) for integrals or the 
Schlegel method (see ref 6a) for derivatives; the computer codes used were Links 311 and 702 of GAUSSIAN 86. fHGP = the recurrence relation 
method of Head-Gordon and Pople (see ref 8); the computer code used was Link 502 of GAUSSIAN 88. ~ B R A K E T  = the present algorithm. *For the 
(pplpp) ERIs, BRAKET chose the "early-contraction" path and used (45) for both the bra and ket transformations. 'For the (pplpp) derivatives, 
BRAKET chose the 'early-contraction" path and used (45) and (46) for both the bra and ket transformations. 

is 0.8 A. These give rise to 3081 (sslss) integrals. The FLOP 
counts for the four methods considered reveal that, even for this 
extremely simple braket class, some algorithms are much more 
efficient than others. The range of total FLOP counts is also 
reflected in the VAX timings. As has been known for some time, 
the Rys method is poorly suited to computing ERI classes of low 
angular momentum. There is little significant difference between 
the PH, HGP, and BRAKET algorithms for (sslss) ERIs, but the 
scalar-oriented PH code is clearly better suited to the VAX than 
the FX-8. 

In the second example, 27729 (sslss) first derivatives are found. 
The Schlegel and BRAKET algorithms are significantly more FLOP 
efficient than the HGP algorithm, which is, in turn, considerably 
better than the Rys method. As was found for the (sslss) integrals, 
the VAX timings closely reflect the FLOP counts while the 
vector-oriented HGP implementation performs particularly well 
on the FX-8. 

In the third and fourth examples studied (Table I), each of the 
shells is a carbon STO-2G 2p shell1* and the edge of the bicube 
is 1.4 A. Both the PH and BRAKET algorithms are specifically 
designed to perform as little work as possible inside all four 
contraction loops, and this is reflected in their comparatively small 
x parameters for (pplpp) integral generation. They  parameter, 
however, is an order of magnitude smaller in the BRAKET algorithm 
than in the PH method, and this difference is very significant for 
moderately contracted (pplpp) integrals. In the K = 2 case ex- 
amined in Table I, the PH and HGP algorithms perform com- 
parable numbers of FLOPs and are a factor of 2 more efficient 
than the scalar Rys implementation that we used. However, the 
BRAKET algorithm requires less than halfas many FLOPs and 
the PH and HGP methodologies (one-fifrh as many as our Rys 
program), and not surprisingly, BRAKET requires much less CPU 
time than any of the other methods: it is faster than the HGP 
program on the FX-8 and the PH program on the VAX, by a 
factor of 2 in each case. 

(18) Hehre. W. J.; Stewart, R.  F.; Pople, J. A. J .  Chem. Phys. 1%9, 51, 
2657. 

It is interesting to digress at  this stage and briefly discuss how 
the VAX CPU time (198 s) required by BRAKET to compute the 
(pplpp) integrals is distributed between the subroutines in the 
program. The routines which perform "setup" work of various 
types (viz., CALCSZ through CALCBS) are, for practical purposes, 
computationally negligible: their combined contribution is less 
than 2 s. The significant routines are C A L ~  (17 s), C A L C ~ M  (34 
s), CALCR (44 s), CNTRCT (74 s), and TRANSF (22 s). Since CALCR 
and TRANSF call the recurrence relation routine RR and CNTRCT 
calls the dot-product routine DOT, more than 70% of the CPU time 
is spent in these two, highly vectorizable (vide supra) subroutines. 
That these two routines are so dominant (and will be even more 
so for braket classes of higher L value) bodes well for the per- 
formance of the implementation on vector machines. 

In the fourth and final example (Table I), (pplpp) first de- 
rivatives are computed. The x parameter for the BRAKET algorithm 
is much smaller than that for any of the other methods, and as 
for (pplpp) integrals, BRAKET requires less than half as many 
FLOPs as the HGP algorithm, which, in turn, is much cheaper 
than either of the other methods. 

Conclusions 

The BRAKET algorithm that we have presented was explicitly 
designed to provide an efficient route to contracted two-elec- 
tron-repulsion integrals and their nth derivatives with respect to 
nuclear position. Our implementation of the algorithm appears 
to perform well on both scalar and vector computers and, for 
typical contracted integrals and first derivatives involving s and 
p functions, requires less CPU time than any other method that 
we have tested. 

Further improvements to the BRAKET algorithm are possible. 
At present, we are investigating two such modifications which serve 
to reduce the x parameter still further: (1) Initially a judicious 
mixture of dwf(r] and [r)8a,. integrals is generated instead of only 
the former type. (2) The axis-switch technique of the Pople/Hehre 
method' may be incorporated. 
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Figure 3. Schematic representations of the arrays that are used by the 
BRAKET computer program along the "early-contraction" path. Each 
little square represents a column of nhtch brakets of the same type. See 
text for a detailed description. 

Appendix: Computing the F,( T )  and C,( T) Integrals 

defined by 
The ubiquitous F,(T) function, first described by Boys,l is 

F,(T) = J1t2"' 0 exp(-Tt2) dt (51) 

and may be computed in many different ways.I9 Its Maclaurin 
series 

- ... (52) 1 - T +  T2 
F m ( T )  = 0!(2m + 1) 1!(2m + 3) 2!(2m + 5 )  

(19) See. for example: Harris, F. E. Inr.  J .  Quanrum Chem. 1983, 23, 
1469. 

converges for all T but contains both positive and negative terms, 
limiting its usefulness to small T. However, an alternate form 
of the series 

' ( 1 +  
1 

F m ( T )  = exp(-T)- m + 1/2  

(1 + ... ))) (53) 
T 

in which all terms are positive, is well suited to numerical com- 
putation. 

When T is large, the asymptotic series for F,(T) 

- r ( m  + 1/2) 
2p+1/2 FAT) - 

exp(-Tj( m -;/2( l + -  m - 3/2 
T 

1+- 
2 T  

may be used. Although such a series is formally divergent, the 
error incurred by its use is less than the last term included.20 

Significant simplifications occur in two-electron-integral gen- 
eration when Tis  sufficiently large that only thefirst term of the 
asymptotic series (39) is nonnegligible, for when this is the case, 
the charge clouds of electrons 1 and 2 can be considered nono- 
verlapping and the associated interaction treated by using a 
classical multipole-expansion technique. We consider ourselves 
to be in this "multipole regime" when the ratio of the second and 
first terms in (54) is less than some tolerance t. This requirement 
gives rise to the transcendental equation 

( 5 5 )  F 1 I 2  exp(-T) = t r ( m  + 1/2) 

whose solution Tl(m) is the minimum value of T (for a given m) 
for which the use of a multipole expansion is accurate to t. We 
note that 

Tl(0) - -In c (56) 

lim Tl(m) = m (57) 
l w - m  

It is also convenient to be able to estimate the accuracy of the 
full asymptotic series (54). If we assume m < T, then it is 
apparent that the first m + [TI terms of (54) decrease in mag- 
nitude and that subsequent terms are monotonically increasing. 
Thus, if we require that the ratio of the smallest term to the leading 
term to be less than t, we must solve 

exp(-7") (m - 1/2) ...( 1/2)(-1/2) . . . ( - [~  + 1/2) 
2 T  p+m 

- - 
d'(m + 1/2) 

2 p + V  (58) 

to obtain Tfull, the minimum value of T for which the full as- 
ymptotic series (54) is accurate to t. It is not difficult to show 
that Tfull is independent of m and Stirling's approximation may 
be used to deduce that 

TfuII = -(In c)/2 (59 )  

G d T )  = (2/T)'"Fm(n (60) 

Our algorithm requires that the function G,(T), defined by 

be evaluated efficiently for T < Tl(m). Thus, prior to commencing 
braket calculations, our program computes the TI values for all 
m I L (using the Newton-Raphson method to solve ( 5 5 ) )  and 
tabulates exact G,( T)  values on the rectangular grid (m: m = 
0, 1, 2, ... L + n - 1) X (T: T = 0, AT, 2AT, ..., T,(L)). Any 
G,( T)  value ( T  < TI) that is required by subroutine C A L C ~ M  is 

(20) Erdblyi, A. Asymptotic Expansions; Dover: New York, 1956. 
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then computed from the tabulated G k ( P )  values (where T* is 
the grid value closest to 7') using the n-term Taylor interpolation 
formula 

Gm(71 = 

1) h h h 
G A T * )  + i ( G m + , C P )  + i ( G m + A T * )  + T ( G m + , ( r * )  + 

(61) 

where h = T* - T. It is straightforward to derive an error bound 
for (46) 

lhl" error 5 - (n + I ) !  
so that, if we wish the error to be. less than e, we should choose 

(63) 

version of (61). From (63), this implies AT = 0.17. Our choice 
of n = 6 represents a compromise between computational expense 
(which favors small n)  and memory required to store the Gm( 7') 
table (which favors large n). 

AT < 2[t(n + I)!]'/" 
With t = IO-'' (the standard for GAUSSIAN 88), we Use the SiX-term 

Theoretical Studies of the Electronic Structure Aspects of Electronically Nonadfabatk 
Processes Uslng Analytic Gradient Techniques: Seams of AvMed Crossings In the 
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The theory of a unified, density matrix driven, approach for the evaluation of three important classes of derivatives, energy 
gradients (using standard one- and two-particle density matrices y' and Fr),  energy difference gradients (using difference 
density matrices AyIJ 7' - y J  and APIJ = I" - rJ) and intersurface nonadiabatic derivative couplings fiJ(R) 
(9Ar;R)l(a/aR=)9Ar;R)), (using transition density matrices yIJ and rIJ) will be reviewed. It will be shown for example 
that when the difference density matrices AyIJ and ArfJ  are introduced into standard expressions for the energy gradient 
at the CI level, construction of the energy difference gradient AJ(R) (a/aR,)[EAR) - EAR)] becomes formally equivalent 
to the construction of the energy gradient Eb(R) = (B/BR,)EAR). Here EAR) is electronic potential surface and 9Ar;R) 
the corresponding Born-oppenheimer adiabatic wave function at the CI level. The analytically determined energy difference 
gradients form the basis of an efficient algorithm for the location of avoided crossings (along sections) of potential energy 
surfaces. This algorithm can be used in conjunction with the algorithm for the determination of intersurface nonadiabatic 
derivative couplingsAJ(R) to consider the propensity for electronic nonadiabaticity. The approach will be illustrated by 
considering the two lowest potential energy surfaces of the Na-HCI system. These surfaces describe the electronic quenching 
reaction Na(2P) + HCl - NaCl + H(2S). The characterization of the electronic structure aspects of the quenching process 
will emphasize the determination of the derivative couplings in the vicinity of a seam of avoided crossings of the two potential 
energy surfaces. Avoided crossing seams represent the parametric solution of the equations defining an avoided crossing 
in a space of reduced dimensionality and provide a systematic method for locating regions of significant electronic nonadiabaticity. 
The energetically accessible portion of two seams of auoided crossings of these potential energy surfaces will be considered. 
The first seam corresponds to the approach of Na(2P) to the HCI moiety. ThedJ(R) will be determined in the vicinity of 
this seam. An analogy between this avoided crossing seam and the (C,) allowed crossing seam in the Na(*P) + H2 - Na(2S) + H2 nonreactive quenching problem will be discussed. The second seam, geometrically similar to the first, considers the 
avoided crossing parametrized by the exit channel parameter R(NaC1). 

I. Introduction 
The introduction of analytic gradient and higher derivative 

techniques has had an enormous impact on the progress of ab initio 
electronic structure theory. Analytic derivative methods were first 
introduced as a practical computational tool for use with single 
configuration wave functions'J in the late 1960s as an extension 
of previous work.'" Progress in both the theory and application 
of these techniques has been quite rapid so that the use of analytic 
first and higher derivatives at  various post-Hartree-Fock levels 
of theory is now routine.- Testimony to the importance of this 

area of research is given by the extensive reviews'*14 of the field. 
In the context of this symposium, Forty Years of Quantum 
Chemistry, it is appropriate to make explicit reference to the 
important contributions of Professor Pople to the theoryS and 
applicationls of derivative methodology. Professor Pople's con- 
tributions include the development of an analytic SCF second 
derivative procedure, a method for solving the coupled perturbed 
Hartree-Fock equations, and the use of analytic gradient tech- 
niques to determine analytic energy gradients for post-Hartree- 
Fock level wave functions. 
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